The **Gallery** is the largest hire space at Depot and can be used for receptions and private dining. The space has a light and modern feel, with floor-to-ceiling windows looking out onto the terrace. A connecting door links the Gallery space with the Studio which can be used in combination for larger functions.

**Hire fee** rates are dependent on the day and time of the hire: £120 admin/staffing fee + minimum spend guarantee of between £800 - £1,200. This amount can be spent on drinks and pre-ordered hospitality during the event. All prices inclusive of VAT.

**Contact** Bonnie Macrae to discuss your options.

events@lewesdepot.org
07517 434510

**Capacity**
60 standing reception, 50 dining.

**Catering**
Finger buffet, set menu, buffet menu or fine dining

**Audio**
PA system, integrated sound system.